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John Korn 
 

the doctor slides a scope down somewhere around the 

middle 

 

 
My bed so old that a spring began 
To rip through the fabric poking my back 
once or twice drawing blood. 
I would fold small blankets and pad the spring 
And lie and read 
And read. 
 
I began to write. 
2000 words a day. 
My stories go on forever. 
I see the words march across the glowing 
Blue screen of an ancient word processor 
That my dad had stored away in a closet. 
I loved that little thing. 
It was like playing an instrument. 
I had no job. 
I signed up for school. 
I thought I wanted to be a writer. 
 
6 years later 
I am in a doctor�’s office. 
I have not read a book in a long time. 
I am reading Parenting magazine 
Because that is all they have. 
Sitting next to me is a 50 year old 
Man with schizophrenia. 
Sometimes he believes 
Scientists killed his mother. 
I remind him his mother was old 
And cancer got her. 
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He has no teeth. 
He eats a lot of pudding 
complains about his feet hurting. 
The doctor slides 
A scope up his nose and down 
His throat checking 
For cancer. He gags 
And his skinny lizard like tongue 
Wants to reject the scope 
And spit it out, but he manages to relax. 
No cancer. 
The doctor sends him home. 
 
He talks much about the neighborhood we drive through 
There is a block of time that he knows very well 
And can point out landmarks and tell you every detail 
Like he is describing a friend�’s face 
But as he talks he notices that face 
Is not his friend? 
But a stranger 
Who may resemble his old friend�… 
Then he trails off and grows silent. 
 
I drive him back to his apartment. 
He is bundled in a giant coat 
Too big for fall weather. 
Top of his head sticks out 
Like a shy turtle. 
He walks through a 
Swirl of dry leaves 
 
yellowed. 
some of his pages are ripped out. 
Some stuck together. 
The cover gone. 
The title unknown. 
 
You plunge in somewhere around the middle 
And the story is unaware of where it began�… 
It remembers a few lines here and there 
Of the first few chapters�… 
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But that story seemed so different didn�’t it? 
How did that character 
Developed into 
The one in these pages? 
Surely this is not the same story. 
All these books 
 
All these pages 
Falling from our thumbs 
You see them? 
Like bright 
colored 
leaves�…  
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the bottoms 

 

 
his brother shot Gina Brook 
with a brick bone automatic 
in the face behind Sally�’s hair salon 
she was sleeping with Timmy Teeth 
discretely but word got out 
and Bobby with his voices 
and the word of god 
took his demon tanks 
down a mud path in his brain 
he grabbed a load of cobble stone 
and paved a wall in the attic 
sealing her body in the crawl space. 
when the police knocked it down 
rats were nibbling on her cheeks. 
 
Timmy Teeth was found in the river 
 rocks in his pockets 
half his head like a zippo lighter 
flapping in the current 
his eyeball like an under cooked egg 
on his chin 
 
they say the sickness is in the family 
his father was all blood and brandy 
and the mother used to drown cats in the spring 
 
but ole little joey never hurt no one 
you can see him on the train bridge 
singing jesus jews and infidels 
he buys cigars and sweet tea 
swallows pills and mint leaves 
blames the doctors 
for hammering his mind out 
into the sun  
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I know these lines 
 
It�’s been over a year now since  
My parent�’s moved from the house  
I grew up in. 
Sometimes when I wake up 
In my apartment 
For a few moments I still think  
I am there. I can hear the neighbors 
Below. A muffled sound of a television 
And I think it�’s my father up, drinking coffee. 
I often drive past the house. 
I don�’t have to. I mean it�’s rarely on the way 
To any destination, but I will take a little detour 
Just drive by it and look.  
Once I got out and looked but didn�’t spend much time. 
So strange to be a trespasser to a home 
That was your life for a long long time.  
I don�’t know what I am expecting to see. 
Someone standing on the porch? 
Strange children playing in the front lawn? 
Do I feel sad I can�’t go to that home anymore? 
I remember so many things 
But it�’s like photographs 
From someone else�’s family album.  
It�’s all familiar. Cookouts. Fights. Sicknesses. 
My niece taking her first steps in our kitchen. 
The way the curtains moved in the large side window. 
How when I used to stay home sick from school 
I would sit on the sill and look at the little dust particles 
Swim through the air.  
I know the wood framing in those windows 
 I know where the paint was pealing. I know what 
It feels like to run my hand across it.  
I even know the dusty smell of the old curtains.  
But I will never actually be able to do this again. 
I have a desire to walk through it now, empty 
To stir memories that feel faded. 
The whole summer the grass was overgrown there. 
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The hedges taller than they have ever been.  
The front window had a broken portion of drywall jammed 
On the inside blocking the view.  
While living there I dreamed of being and doing many things. 
Most if not all never actually came to be.  
Instead I move from place to place 
Never quite sure what I will be doing next.  
Often it feels like waking from one dream 
To find myself in another. 
I sit here now 
But one day I will awake in another home 
And perhaps for a moment 
While still coming into focus  
I will mistake it for being this apartment.  
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survival fantasies 
 
Oh lady 
It�’s winter  
Pretend like the bed  
Is an igloo we dug in the snow 
There was an avalanche 
Our friend peter froze to death 
He is blue and his fingers snapped off like icicles 
We had to eat them 
Now in this igloo 
We must press our bodies close  
And since you are at higher risk 
Of hypothermia  
I must rub your body all over. 
I must undo my belt 
And thaw you out 
 
Oh please understand 
My friend 
we were hiking 
In the jungle 
And you got jabbed by the thorn 
Of a poisonous plant 
And your veins will close off 
So you must strip down 
And we must go into the hut 
the only vaccine  
Must be applied to my lips 
And I must kiss you where the poison 
Went in 
But of course  
We are not sure where the poison  
Went in 
so no inch can go untouched 
this must be done with urgency. 


